Hairpin telomeres and genome plasticity in Borrelia: all mixed up in the end.
Spirochetes of the genus Borrelia have a highly unusual genome structure composed of over 20 replicons. Most of these replicons are linear and terminated by covalently closed hairpin ends or telomeres. Moreover, the linear replicons are affected by extensive DNA rearrangements, including telomere exchanges, DNA duplications, and harbour a large number of pseudogenes. The mechanism for the unusual genome plasticity in the linear replicons has remained elusive. The enzymatic machinery (the telomere resolvase ResT) responsible for generating the hairpin ends from replicative intermediates has recently been shown to also perform a reverse reaction that fuses telomeres on unrelated replicons. Infrequent stabilization of such fusion events over evolutionary time provides the first proposed biochemical mechanism for the DNA rearrangements that are so prominent in the linear replicons of B. burgdorferi.